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Since the dawn of time, people have been using hardwood for flooring in their 

interiors. Oak in particular has established its roots as a valuable and durable 

resource, with its history as a flooring material dating back over five centuries. 

Esco invites you to rediscover the magic of this trusted tradition with six timeless 

collections, stemming entirely from the versatile and inspiring oak tree. From a rustic 

look with distinct knots to a more subtle and soft character, each aspect inherent to 

this unique wood species speaks to a different style. 

But it is only with the careful craftsmanship and expertise Esco has to offer, that these 

floors unlock the full potential of their beauty. Discover which styles, colours and 

finishes work best for your tastes and create a floor that is completely your own. 

Explore  
the endless 
possibilities  
of oak  
with Esco.

ABOUT ESCO
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Enchanted by its character and resilience, we wholeheartedly 

choose oak to be the base of our products. The wood is harvested 

in cultivated forests in the heart of Europe. The respect for our 

source material is paramount, from log to final product. That is 

why we exclusively work with certified suppliers who share our 

objectives: to protect and preserve the forests that hold such 

incredible beauty.

100%  
European  
oak flooring.

Sustainability is  
essential to Esco.
Aiming at the lowest possible environmental impact, 

we are strictly committed to production materials of 

pure European origin. All Esco floors originate from 

responsibly managed forests and are PEFC certified. 

The oak we harvest is processed locally at our own 

sawmill to ensure quality and minimal CO₂ emissions 

at every step. Furthermore, we strive to utilise waste 

generated from production in our factories during the 

heating season. Sizes unfit for parquet are provided 

to furniture and other industries so that every piece of 

the tree finds its purpose.  

A brand by Decospan.
Esco is part of Decospan, the European market 

leader in wood veneer processing. Decospan 

honours nature in its Pure Wood Charter, prioritising 

responsible forest management and storing carbon 

dioxide throughout the products’ lifecycle.

MADE IN EUROPE MADE IN EUROPE  
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Craft  
the look  
that 
enchants 
you.

01
Colour and structure
Throughout the six collections, a variety of 

colours is at hand to set the mood you envisioned. 

From vibrant and smoky tones to calming and natural 

browns, fresh whites and warm greys, there are a 

total of 36 options to choose from. Combine your 

preferred colour with a custom surface structure 

such as sanding, brushing, a unique handcrafted 

style or a cross-sawn effect... you name it.  

To make sure minimal maintenance is required, 

all Esco flooring is finished with either a premium 

UV hard wax or oxidative oil.

02
Pattern
Compose your flooring concept with your favourite 

installation pattern. The single strip method 

is available for all styles. Looking to add a touch 

of sophistication? The distinctive zigzag of a 

herringbone pattern can make an interior appear 

more dynamic and elegant. Lastly, chevron may 

cater to your wish for a mesmerising ambience.

Single strip Herringbone Chevron

Flooring yields the power to tie an entire 
interior together. Whether at home, the office 
or in a commercial context, the right style 
accentuates the qualities of a space. Esco 
helps you get started with a large variety of 
colours, patterns, gradings, compositions and 
dimensions, each holding possibilities for you 
to create a look that keeps you spellbound. 

CHOOSE YOUR LOOKCHOOSE YOUR LOOK
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04
Composition 
You can opt for traditional solid or 

engineered 3-layer flooring, both featuring 

the same authentic wood look. 

Underfloor heating works best when 

combined with engineered flooring, thanks 

to the improved stability of its 3-layer 

composition.

Grading
The character of your floor is divided into 

various gradings. Would you prefer a 

calm, pure look? Or would you prefer a 

more rustic look with a lively character, 

large knots and sapwood? Or something in 

between: the choice is yours. 

03

05
Dimension 
When it comes to choosing the best flooring for a certain 

space, determining the size of the planks is a crucial step. 

In small rooms, narrow planks can create an elongating 

effect, while wide planks often radiate more cosiness and 

luxury. 

CHOOSE YOUR LOOKCHOOSE YOUR LOOK
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Double 
smoked black

If you prefer your flooring to be smooth to the touch, Chateau  

is your go-to option. This collection is characterised by a sanded 

surface structure, rendering the wood smooth and giving it an even 

colouring. Chateau is available in four warm colours and a broad 

range of gradings.

Chateau

001NNatural 020N 019N 009AWalnut Antic
Chateau Antic 019N
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Kolonial captures the charm of oak, emphasised by a brushed 

surface. This allows some texture while at the same time 

intensifying the wood’s fibres. With Kolonial, you can opt for any 

grading you wish, so it is up to you to decide whether large or 

subtle knots better suit your space.

Kolonial

001N

002A005N

001A

002N

019N 022N

010N Smoked whiteBasecoat

Smoked natural Antic Gothic

Washy grey

Natural

Natural white

Kolonial Natural 001N
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Kolonial Smoked natural 001A
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Soft Tone brings understated interior styles to life. While the 

extensive colour palette lends itself well to peaceful settings,  

the slightly brushed surface emphasises authenticity. Take it even 

further by choosing plenty of knots or be enthralled by a calmer 

look. Or choose for something in between. 

Soft Tone

021NExtra white

042ASmoked beige 029NSpring oak

045NDusty beige

043ASmoked amber046NVivid gold

047NCool clay

031ASmoked bronze

030ASmoked ecru

Soft Tone Spring oak 029N

041NDove grey

007NRaw look 

040NIvory
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COLLECTIONS COLLECTIONS

Soft Tone Raw look 007N

Soft Tone Extra white 021N
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COLLECTIONS COLLECTIONS

005NBasecoat 022NGothic001ASmoked natural

The raw beauty of oak really comes into its own with Harfa 

Vintage. A cross-sawn effect is what sets this collection apart 

and results in flooring with a unique pattern. Immerse your 

interior completely in vintage vibes, available in three convenient 

colours.

Harfa  
Vintage

Harfa Vintage Gothic 022N
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COLLECTIONS COLLECTIONS

Can you imagine a floor full of character but with a sleek finish? 

Pelgrim is your perfect pick. This flooring is planed, distressed and 

filled with our authentic recipe to look more aged. This collection 

focuses on pure craftsmanship. Achieve the right atmosphere with a 

captivating colour trio ranging from natural to smoked black.

Pelgrim

001NNatural 009ADouble smoked black002ASmoked white
Pelgrim Double smoked black 009A
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COLLECTIONS COLLECTIONS

013NNatural

014NEbony black

011NAntic

015NMustard grey

012NOlive green

016NSwamp oak

With bespoke textures and deep contrasts, Karel IV is designed 

to bedazzle any space with its lasting grandeur. The handcrafted 

style is available in six rich colours selected for their warmth and 

versatility. Enjoy the splendour of this flooring for years to come 

thanks to a high-quality hand-oiled finish.

Karel IV

Karel IV Olive green 012N
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COLLECTIONS COLLECTIONS

Unwind and 
feel at ease 
thanks to 
the natural 
comfort 
of pure oak.

“

”
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Collection  
overview
Chateau 
sanded

Kolonial 
brushed

Karel IV 
handcrafted

011NAntic013NNatural 012NOlive green

016NSwamp oak015NMustard grey 014NEbony black

001NNatural 020N 019N 009AWalnut Antic
Double  
smoked black

Pelgrim 
specially filled and distressed

002ASmoked white 001N 009ANatural
Double  
smoked black

Soft Tone 
slightly brushed

041NDove grey

007NRaw look

021NExtra white

042ASmoked beige 029NSpring oak

045NDusty beige

043ASmoked amber

040NIvory

046NVivid gold

047NCool clay

031ASmoked bronze

030ASmoked ecru

005NBasecoat002NNatural white 010NWashy grey 002ASmoked white

001NNatural 001ASmoked natural 019NAntic 022NGothic

Harfa Vintage 
irregularly cross-sawn

005NBasecoat 022NGothic001ASmoked natural
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Accessories

Calm Original Special Rustic

Elegance/SuperbElegance Superb

For a coherent aesthetic, 

complete your interior with 

details matching the collection 

you have chosen. Esco offers 

a wide range of accessories to 

meet your needs.

Gradings

With this grading, the very calm appearance of 

almost pure wood is in direct contrast with the 

unlimited proportion of sapwood. Medium-sized 

filled and closed knots, natural colours and structural 

differences create a pleasant harmony.

This combined grading offers the golden mean 

between small knots, medium knots and closed 

knots without any distracting anomalies. Thanks to the 

natural colours and minor cracks, it radiates serenity 

whilst captivating with structural differences.

This grading is intended to give a very calm, uniform 

and pure wood impression. The selected wood 

features small knots, which might be filled, and are 

combined with natural colour nuances and the natural 

oak grain.

This grading portrays the natural character of oak by 

representing all unique aspects and growth signs. 

A variation of medium-sized, larger and healthy 

knots go together with filled cracks, heartwood, 

limited sapwood, natural colours and vivid structural 

differences.

This grading displays the strongly rustic character  

of the wood with open filled knots, cracks and cross-

shaped knots of any size, any natural colour variance, 

sapwood, all growth anomalies and markings.

If you’re looking for a grading that provides a more 

natural character without large growth anomalies, 

this is the perfect option. It combines medium-sized 

filled and closed knots with natural colours, structural 

differences and minor cracks.

Skirtings

Stairs

Window sills

Thresholds

Stairnoses

Handrails
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OVERVIEW OVERVIEW

Overview

20 mm

Solid Oak

14 mm

Spruce core
Spruce backing

3 mm oak top layer

 

Collection Chateau Kolonial Soft Tone Harfa 
Vintage Pelgrim Karel IV

Surface structure Sanded Brushed Slightly brushed Irregularly  
cross-sawn

Specially filled and 
distressed Handcrafted

Finish Osmo PolyX + Osmo PolyX top-coating ESCO 
oxidative oil

Engineered Wood - 14/3 mm - T&G
Dimension (mm) Grading

SINGLE STRIP

• 2V

• W: 190*/225/245 mm

• L: 85% m² 1720 + max. 2400, 15% m² 500-1520 mm

*also available in 15/4 mm (except Calm grading and Karel IV)

190 Special rustic 🅐 🅐 🅐 🅐

Original 🅐 🅐 🅐 🅐

Calm 🅐 🅐 🅐 🅐

Superb 🅐 🅐 🅐 🅐 🅐

Elegance 🅐 🅐 🅐 🅐

Karel IV 🅐

225 Special rustic 🅐 🅐 🅐 🅐

Original 🅐 🅐 🅐 🅐

Superb/Elegance 🅐 🅐 🅐 🅐 🅐

245 Special rustic 🅐 🅐 🅐

Original 🅐 🅐 🅐

Superb/Elegance 🅐 🅐 🅐 🅐

HERRINGBONE

• 4V

• 100/120 x 600 or 175 x 700 mm

100/120 x 600 
175 x 700

Special rustic 🅐 🅐 🅐 🅐

Original 🅐 🅐 🅐 🅐

Superb/Elegance 🅐 🅐 🅐 🅐 🅐

CHEVRON**

• 4V

• 100 x 600 mm

**T&G insert required

100 x 600 Original 🅐 🅐

Superb/Elegance 🅐 🅐

Solid Wood - 20 mm - T&G
Dimension (mm) Grading

SINGLE STRIP

• 2V

• W: 120/150/170/185 mm

• L: 60% m² 1700 + max. 2400, 40% m² 500-1650 mm

120/150 Original 🅐 🅐 🅐 🅐

170/185 Original 🅐 🅐 🅐 🅐

Karel IV 🅐

HERRINGBONE

• 4V

• 100/120 x 600 mm

100/120 x 600 Original 🅐 🅐 🅐

Superb/Elegance 🅐 🅐 🅐 🅐

Visit escoflooring.com for the most up-to-date technical information.



© Decospan 2024 - Nothing from this brochure may be 
reproduced without written prior permission.

Please note that the information in this brochure may 
be outdated and a new version may already have been 
issued. That is why we recommend you to always 
consult our website to download the most recent 
version. The photos of the different wood species, as 
shown in this brochure, are a representation of a unique 
part of wood and are not binding for future deliveries.

Decospan is committed to the continuous improvement 
of its products and services, therefore the actual 
products may differ from the products and pictures in 
this brochure. Decospan disclaims any liability pursuant 
to the variations that may occur between the products 
and pictures in this brochure and the actual products. 
All content in this brochure is for information purposes 
only and no rights can be obtained therefrom.
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